
It is no longer absolutely necessary to change wiper blades to look good. Four sharp edges clean and scrape the wiper blades each time they pass over the tape.
Clean wiper blades cause less wear to the windscreen. Dirt and the harmful traffic film disappear. Gives the wiper blades the optimal service life. In long-term

testing, the blades were run for up to 160,000 km without requiring changing. All that was necessary was a change of type.

NEW!
An adapter kit is now
available so that the

heater can even be used
on vehicles with

flat wiper blades.

IceFree heated wiper blades prevent snow and ice from building up on the wiper blades. An electric coil· 12 & 24 Volt· runs along the two sides of the wiper blade. The electricol
coil is held in place with clips, making wiper blade replacement simple. Four-year warranty that applies to the electric coil only.

Windscreen heater Tank heater
The windscreen heater prevents ice and snow from fastening on the lower
part of the windscreen. The heater is applied to the windscreen as a tape
just below the wiper blades and at the pillar on the driver's side. Currently
available in 24 Volt. Available soon in a 12 Volt variant.

The tank heater has electronic temperature control situated at the bottom of
the tank. The heater eliminates problems associated with low temperatures
for biodiesel, hydraulic oils, AdBlue, toilet tanks, water tanks and
more. Available in 12, 24 and 230 Volt variants. Special order product.

Headlamp guard Glass repair box
Headlamp guard. The protective film protects the headlamp lens from stone
chips and dust blasting. For severe stone chips, the film can also help prevent
moisture from causing damage to the reflector if cracks form

Glass repair box is a complete box that enables you to quickly repair stone chips
and stop cracks in the winfscreen. .

Battery heater for reliable starting in cold winter conditions. 12 and 24 Volt.
Special order product. SAFE sIGHTBattery heater
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